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A NOTE ON T H E NESTING OF T H E SWALLOW. 
BY 

J. H. OWEN. 

SWALLOWS (Hirundo r. rustica) begin to repair old nests or 
build new ones very soon after their arrival. Eggs are 
found in some years at the end of April, but the second 
week in May is the usual time to expect them. It is hard 
to say exactly how many broods are reared in the summer, 
but probably three is quite a normal number. The birds 
frequently use the same nest for more than one brood, but 
often build new nests for the later broods if available sites 
are situated quite near the first nest. The nest is usually 
in a more or less dark place inside a building, but sometimes 
it is placed on the outside of a house or building, as a House 
Martin's nest is, but of course consisting only of a mere 
ledge and not built up to the eaves like the Martin's nest. 
The eggs number four to six, and are laid daily, and usually 
very early in the morning. The number decreases in the 
later sets to three or four eggs. Judging by the nests I 
have observed, incubation proper does not begin until the 
bird is laying the last egg, and lasts a few hours over fifteen 
days. One whole set, however, hatched in fourteen days and 
three lours only. When the eggs hatch, the shells are 
usually earried away and dropped, but it is very common for 
the shell of one egg to be scratched over the rim of the nest. 
Incubation is probably shared by both birds, and both birds 
are on the nest at night to within two days of the young 
flying : one in the nest, and the other usually perched on 
the edge. Brooding over the young is shared by both birds. 

When the young are hatched, the eyes are not open : 
they have rather thick tufts of long light grey silky down, 
with whitish tips, on spine, wings, back of head, above and 
between the eyes. The mouth and tongue are yellow, with 
the flanges much lighter, almost white. Roof of mouth 
and base of tongue spurred. Feather quills are visible 
under the skin along the side bones on the third day. By 
the ninth day the quills are through all over the body, and 
the flight feather-quills are f inch long. 

For some days the old birds swallow the faeces : then 
they are sometimes swallowed and sometimes carried away 
and dropped. On the 8th day (often later) the young 
begin to eject them over the edge of the nest, and afterwards 
this method is adopted to the end of the nestling period. 
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Each time when one parent is heard bringing food, the other 
slips off the n e s t : it is unusual to see both a t the nest 
together. After the food has been disposed of, the gapes 
of the young are examined, and undigested mat ter removed. 
This is necessary as the young are fed on many kinds of 
flies and small moths, and many parts of flies are quite 
impossible for young birds to digest. Then the faeces are 
looked for and dealt with. If the bird remains a t the nest 
the well of the nest is cleaned up, and then the bird broods. 

The parents seem to bring very little food at each visit 
and, as a rule, only one young one gets fed. Visits are, on 
an average, paid to the nest rather oftener than once in 
three minutes, according to my notes : a t times very much 
oftener. The old birds are very alert while brooding, and 
the head is almost always on the move ; this is not nearly 
so much the case during incubation. 

The usual length of the nestling period is twenty-one days. 
I have known the young stay as long as twenty-four days, 
and shorter periods than twenty-one have been recorded. 
The young can always fly well before they leave the nest. 
Sometimes they leave the nest to return to it to rest at 
intervals during the day. At other times this rest is taken 
on roofs : they will perch on wires, but cannot stand thus 
for long and do not seem to get real rest in such a position 
until they are somewhat older. At night the young all 
collect in the nest for a considerable period, especially the 
last brood of the year. The parent birds do not seem to 
roost anywhere near the young after some two nights or so 
before the end of the nestling period. 

While the young are in the nest they seem to recognize 
flying insects as food, for they always t ry to capture those 
tha t come within reach. After leaving the nest they have 
to be fed by the parents for some time. While they usually, 
and especially a t first, receive the food while they are perched 
or sitting on a roof, i t is a common enough sight to see them 
fed on the wing. Both birds fly upwards, as it were along 
the arms of an inverted V, and when they meet a t the point 
there is a distinct pause long enough for the food to be 
transferred. 


